a bali wedding and events venue like no other
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Wonderland Uluwatu.
A blank canvas without limitations.
Design your dream cliff-top event
and make it memorable.
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INTRODUCTION
The Wonderland Uluwatu Estate sits on the southern coastal tip of the Bukit Peninsula and is located just
a few minutes away from the famous Uluwatu temple. The sprawling 10,000 square-meter property offers
110 meters of south-facing cliff frontage and overlooks the pristine, untouched beaches of Nunggalan and
Nyang-Nyang. Wonderland Uluwatu removes the rules of a hired venue space and allows you to create
your perfect event... from weddings, photoshoots, birthday and pool parties to welcome dinners, product
launches, concerts and corporate outings.
Consisting of three uniquely designed spaces, each area offers a different atmosphere and feel, while
jungle garden paths that connect them invite guests to discover these spaces as if stepping into new
worlds. These ‘worlds’, while being private and exclusive venues, known as the Point, the Pool and the
Joglo, are also able to effortlessly merge into one magical universe to host occasions of scale.
Wonderland Uluwatu offers a capacity to accommodate up to 300 guests seated to as many as 1,200
guests standing.
No other venue in Bali offers you this level of flexibility and creative freedom. The Point, the Pool and the
Joglo await you at Wonderland Uluwatu!
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Be the designer of your event! With three
diverse spaces combined into one magical
landscape, Wonderland Uluwatu is flexible
and perfect for all events intimate to grand.
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Hanging at the edge of the islandʼs southern
coastal cliffs, Wonderland Uluwatu is ready
to host your once-in-a-lifetime occasion!
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THE VENUES

The Point
As the name suggests, the Point reaches right to the tip of the cliff top, hitting
crescendo on an elevated circular platform made from natural stone and brass inlays.
Offering incredible views over the vast Indian Ocean below, this intimate space would
be the ideal venue for wedding ceremonies from 2 to as many as 20 guests. We would
also recommend the Point for proposals, photoshoots (highly instagram-friendly!)
presentations and small performances.
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Whether itʼs a destination wedding, a post-wedding bash,
a pre-wedding welcome party or even a corporate gathering,
Wonderland Uluwatu will exceed all expectations and make
any event a night to remember!
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THE VENUES

The Pool
The Pool is home to an incredible canvas canopy structure that covers almost 300 square
meters of a raised platform, facing vast lawns that surround one of the most beautiful pools
(in the world!). Offering some of the most spectacular views in Bali, this venue can seat up
to 300 guests on the lawns and around the pool deck.
An elevated ‘infinity’ circular platform of subtle brass & granite elements makes for one of
the most jaw-dropping ceremonial spots in all of Bali.
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Say your I doʼs under a glass roof of a 100
year old javanese joglo. Contact us to find out
more or schedule a site visit.
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THE VENUES

The Joglo
This venue is named after its main feature: A 200-year-old intricately carved Javanese ‘Joglo’
structure under a glass roof sits proudly amidst a neatly designed garden space with a terraced
cliff front area perfect for ceremonies, cocktail parties, photoshoots or performances. The Joglo
itself makes for a stunning ceremonial wedding ‘chapel’ like no other in the world or perhaps
the ultimate dance floor! The terraced grass area in front of the Joglo seats up to 60
guests for a cliff front ceremony, and up to 150 guests for seated receptions on its lawn.
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Whatʼs your wedding style? A sunset wedding,
a royal gathering or simply an elopement.
Wonderland Uluwatu is the perfect spot to
celebrate your special day, any way you want.
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VENUE HIRE
Wonderland Uluwatu offers you several options* of a venue hire. Nestled on
the cliff top overlooking the Indian ocean, you can choose between a 12-hour
hire of The Pool + The Joglo during the week, or the option of booking the
whole estate for private weddings.

Event Venue Hire Pricing :

**

Weekdays (Monday to Thursday) 12 hours for afternoon weddings only
The Pool + The Joglo: Rp41,724,375.00 Nett
Venue Hire starts from 12:30 pm to 12:30 am including load-in and load-out
time, unless advised otherwise, also including 2 preparation suites.
Full venue Buyout (Monday to Sunday) from 06.00 am to 03.00 am
The Pool + The Joglo + The Point: Rp75,103,875.00 Nett
Private Full Venue Hire starts from 6 am to 3 am including load-in and load-out
time • Including 3 preparation suites
• Two-Day bookings receive a 30% off the total.
*Single venue hire is available only upon request and subject to prior approval
by Wonderland Uluwatu management. Noise & amplified music restrictions
may apply.** Prices are valid for events taking place in 2021.
*All prices are excluding Banjar fees and Security Deposit.
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With over 1 hectare land, Wonderland Uluwatu is ideal for
weddings intimate to grand. The ground of Wonderland Uluwatu
can be reconfigured for any event idea that you have in mind.
We can accommodate over 300 seated guests at this gorgeous
cliff-top venue.
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DIRECTIONS TO WONDERLAND ULUWATU
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BULGARI RESORT

A first-of-its-kind wedding venue in Bali that gives you
the complete freedom to design your day any way you want.
From flowers to caterers, you make all the decisions.

A breathtaking venue that you and
your guests will never forget!
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OTHER PROPERTIES

Lalaland, Canggu

A Creative 5-bedroom villa overlooking Canggu’s rice fields.
A large garden adjacent to the rice fields and a pool makes it perfect for weddings & receptions
for around 100 seated guests. The sunsets behind the paddy fields will give a gorgeous natural
backdrop.
It sleeps upto 14 people and is fully staffed so that all your needs are taken care of.
Prices begin from IDR 13,005,000/night
Instagram @lalaland_bali

LALALAND
bali
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HONEYMOON
DESTINATION IN BALI
Chili Hilly Ubud
A creative romantic villa overlooking the Four Seasons and Ayung
River in Ubud. With two rooms and a cliff-top swimming pool,
Chilly Hilly is a hidden paradise perfect for a honeymoon in Bali.
Prices begin at IDR 5,491,000/night

Splendour Charters
Our Raw Luxury phinis yacht, launched in 2018, with three cabins
and a full crew is a great option for a spectacular honeymoon. The
boat offers charters from Flores and around the Komodo Islands.
Prices begin at IDR 23,120,000/night

THANK YOU . TERIMA KASIH . MATUR SUKSMA

Address : Jalan Batu Nunggalan Pecatu, Kuta Selatan, Pecatu, Badung, Kabupaten Badung, Bali 80361
Email : hello@wonderlanduluwatu.com
Whatsapp : +1 (224) 266-0356
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